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Transport and Urban Development Support/Oppose
See page 13 of the Consultation Document.
Please select one of the following:

I generally disagree with the activity proposed for
Transport and Urban Development.

Transport and Urban Development Comments
Please provide any comments
Think Papanui is a volunteer-run community engagement initiative, focused on the Papanui Ward in
Christchurch.On 12 March 2018, the following post was shared on the Think Papanui Facebook
Page:“Bus stopped: the 107 bus (pictured) and 108 will soon be discontinued if ECan's proposed
changes go ahead. These services run through Papanui & Casebrook between Northlands Mall and
Northwood. Submissions can be made until Monday 26 March 2018. To learn more and have your
say, see the Metro website: http://www.metroinfo.co.nz/…/Changes-proposed-to-Public-Tra…”See
https://www.facebook.com/ThinkPapanui/posts/575151296203726 for full details of the Facebook
post.Selected comments made in response to this post between 13 March and 24 March follow. This
is all of the comments made, with the exception of one that were not directly responding to, or
commenting on, the ECan proposal. (In total there were eighteen comments opposed to ECan’s
proposal, and one appeared to be supportive of it.)
If the large buses cost to much to fun when not completely full, use those half bus things only on these
runs
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[In reply to previous post] They already done that. I live on this route
I dont think it is a good idea to stop these buses.there are a lot of people who rely on buses.now with
the new retirement village being built in Cavendish Rd there could be a lot of them who want to use
the buses.think about it council before you do this.
Were the investors in the new Somerset Retirement village, Casebrook made aware that there was a
possibility of no bus service in the future. Why dont they just run more mini van services.
The website is not mobile friendly - no doubt they don’t want too many submissions
[In reply to previous post] I have tried it’s useless
I hope they do.
This is stupid! They need to keep these going. Sooo many elderly and students catch this bus every
day and with the new retirement village coming up in casebrook it should get so many more people
catching it
How about combining the two routes into one and run less but keep up around peak times and especially
pass Casebrook Intermediate to Northwood super centre.
We live on Highsted rd and my daughter starts papanui high next year would have been nice for her
to bus especially on wet days instead she will have to cross Northcote rd on foot the whole bus system
in Christchurch has been stuffed since the earthquakes sort it out Christchurch city council and Ecan
your crippling this city
[In reply to previous post] I agree! I live in Casebrook and am currently on holiday in Edinburgh,
Scotland. It's a city of similar size and population to Christchurch, I can hop on and off buses at any
time of the day or night and go anywhere I want. Buses are all double deckers and they are always
full of people. I can't even get one bus to the city centre in Christchurch. It's really frustrating.
This is bullshit, how are people gonna get to School/work?
The kids from casebook school few catch this bus to Northwood including my son in the winter get the
little shuttle on these routes
These buses are very well used and should not be discontinued
Why are they making it impossible for people to take the public transport option to get the cars off the
road this will do the opposite of what the goal has been for years why bleet on about using it more
when you are taking the option away stupid idea
Way they are going may as well just stop all the busses
Logan looks like we won’t b bussing to the gym
[In reply to previous post] Wth sad
Sorry but this is unfair I’ve used both of these buses almost everyday for the past 6 years
What about the elderly they use these buses to go down to the mall for shopping bloody disgusting
If a change then why cannot support school pupils and run buses around school times only, and then
another end ofday suit workers.
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